Calibration of a single atom detector for atomic micro chips
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We experimentally investigate a scheme for detecting single atoms magnetically trapped on an atom chip. The detector is based on the photoionization of atoms and the subsequent detection of the generated ions. We describe the characterization of the ion detector with emphasis on its calibration via the correlation of ions with simultaneously generated electrons. A detection efficiency of 47.8 ± 2.6% is measured, which is useful for single atom detection, and close to the limit allowing atom counting with sub-Poissonian uncertainty.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Trapping and manipulating a small number of cold atoms in optical or magnetic traps is one of the most intriguing fields of research with ultra cold atoms. Degenerate quantum gases with small atom numbers allow for the investigation of physics beyond the mean field approach such as the Mott-Insulator transition,11 revival of coherence,2 number squeezing,3,4,5 Tonks-Girardeau gases,6,7 and Luttinger liquids,8,9. Furthermore controlled quantum engineering of few atom entanglement is a mandatory prerequisite for quantum computation with cold atoms. The implementation of such scenarios is one of the main motivations for trapping atoms in miniaturized magnetic traps near the surface of a microchip.10 In addition, such magnetic micro traps offer unique opportunities for atom interferometry4,11,12,13 and surface diagnostics14,15.

To date, micro traps are exclusively operated with ensembles such as clouds of thermal atoms or quantum degenerate gases.10 The ability to detect single atoms near the surface of a chip would open the door to a new class of experiments. Besides future applications in quantum computation16, a continuous flux of atoms transmitted through an on-chip atom interferometer could for instance be detected in real time while the resonance of the interferometer is varied. A complete interferometer spectrum could thus be recorded with atoms from a single Bose-Einstein condensate. In combination with an integrated atom laser17, a sensitive matter wave based spectrometer could be realized similar to its optical analog involving tunable lasers and photo detectors.

Besides the well known experiments with single atoms in cavities18,19, there has recently been significant progress towards the detection of single cold atoms. In the special situation of metastable helium, direct single atom detection with micro channel plates is possible due to the large internal energy of the atoms that is released at the surface of the detector.20,21 Sensitive single atom detection has also been demonstrated with optical cavities placed either at some distance from the atom source22 or, very recently, integrated on an atom chip23,24. Alternatively, the atoms can be ionized by optical excitation with the resulting ions being subsequently detected with a suitable ion detector. Photoionization of atoms in an atom chip trap has recently been demonstrated25. By introducing an efficient ion detector that is compatible with the chip geometry, single atom detection is possible.

In this paper we experimentally investigate an ion detection scheme that is compatible with atom chip traps. The first step of single atom detection i.e. the photoionization of atoms in the micro trap, is described elsewhere25. Here, we describe the ion detection scheme and demonstrate a calibration procedure for a single ion detector which involves ionizing a large number of atoms and correlating the ions with the simultaneously generated electrons. The experimentally observed ion detection efficiency of about 50% is limited mainly by the sensitivity of the channel electron multiplier (CEM) used for ion detection. There are standard methods to increase this sensitivity. The total sensitivity would then exceed the critical single atom detection efficiency of 50% which marks the threshold above which total atom number determination with sub-Poissonian resolution is in principle possible26.

II. ION DETECTION SCHEME

The proposed ion detection scheme is shown in Fig. 1(a). Single atoms propagating in a magnetic waveguide near the surface of an atom chip are photoionized by stepwise excitation with two co-axial laser
FIG. 1: (Color online) (a) Detection scheme, showing the position of the detector relative to the atom chip. The geometry allows ions to be extracted from close to the chip surface. (b) Numerical simulation of the ion trajectories. With a suitable choice of electrode voltages, ions within a well defined region can be guided into the CEM with high efficiency, while ions outside this region are not detected.

beams [25]. The beams are oriented perpendicular to the chip surface and pass through it via a 150 µm diameter hole. This allows the detection of atoms at very small distances from the surface of 1 µm and below. Ionization occurs within the 30 µm beam waist and the spatial selectivity of ionization could potentially be reduced further to 100 nm [25]. To allow optical access to the trapped atoms and to create a well-defined detection region, ion optics are used to guide the ions away from the chip and into the CEM. To allow access for the ionization lasers, the CEM is mounted at the end of the ion optics at 90° to the axis of the laser beams, and an additional electrode deflects the ions into the CEM.

The first part of the ion optics consists of a disc (extraction electrode) of 8 mm diameter which is placed parallel to the chip surface at a distance of 1.6 mm. The chip is grounded and the extraction electrode is biased at a negative voltage $U_e$, creating an electric field in the region between them. This field accelerates the ions from the ionization region towards a 1 mm diameter aperture, through which they enter a 36 mm long tube set to a voltage $U_t$. The two electrodes together form a lens which focuses the ions within the tube. At the end of the tube, 40 mm from the extraction electrode, a third electrode, set to voltage $U_d$, deflects the ions, which leave the ion optics through a fine mesh with 87% transmission. Outside the ion optics they are attracted by the horn of the CEM [27] set to a negative voltage $U_c$. Any ions produced by the ionization lasers within the ion optics are screened from the CEM potential by the mesh. At the surface of the CEM an ion impact causes the emission of secondary electrons which starts an avalanche inside the multiplier tube. The resulting charge pulse is observed with standard counting electronics [28].

FIG. 2: Setup for calibration of the ion detector. Rubidium atoms from a background vapor are photoionized within the mode of an optical resonator. The generated electrons are observed with an additional CEM and the ion-electron coincidence signal is also recorded.

Fig. 1(b) shows numerically simulated ion trajectories for this setup. To a very good approximation, the ions move along straight lines normal to the surface of the extraction electrode such that the ion detection volume is simply given by the projection of the extraction electrode aperture. This means that ions can only be detected from the cylindrical region of diameter 1 mm running between the aperture and the chip, effectively eliminating background counts.

III. DETECTOR CALIBRATION

In order to calibrate the ion detector we made use of a scheme in which atoms are ionized and the resulting electrons and electron-ion coincidences are detected and counted [26, 29]. By only counting ions for which the correlated electron is also detected, it is possible to measure the ion detection efficiency without any knowledge of the electron detection efficiency. If $N$ atoms are ionized, the number of electrons detected, corrected for background electrons, is $N_e = \eta_e N$, where $\eta_e$ is the electron detection efficiency. The number of electron-ion coincidences detected, corrected for false coincidences, is $N_{ic} = \eta_i \eta_e N$, where $\eta_i$ is the ion detection efficiency. Then,

$$\eta_i = \frac{N_{ic}}{N_e}. \quad (1)$$

The calibration setup is shown in Fig. 2. Ions are produced by photoionizing $^{87}$Rb atoms within a standing wave optical resonator. A commercial rubidium dispenser provides an even rubidium pressure throughout the vacuum chamber containing the apparatus.
background pressure, measured with an ion gauge, is $2 \times 10^{-6}$ mbar. The optical resonator is located adjacent to the ion optics with its optical axis parallel to the extraction electrode. The resonator is comprised of a flat mirror and a curved mirror (18 mm radius of curvature) separated by 12 mm, resulting in a Gaussian fundamental mode with a beam radius of $w_0 = 46 \mu$m. Laser light is coupled into the resonator through the flat mirror with an incoupling efficiency of 80%. The light is taken from a cw single mode diode laser system with a wavelength of 778.1066 nm, resonant to the $5S_{1/2} \rightarrow 5D_{5/2}$ transition of $^{87}$Rb. We observe a finesse of around 250 and a circulating power of up to 1.5 W within the resonator. The cavity is electronically locked to the side of the resonance peak by controlling the mirror separation with a piezo element. The cavity, including the two mirrors, is shielded from stray electric fields (in particular from the piezo element).

Rubidium atoms that enter the resonator mode are excited from the $5S_{1/2}$ to the $5D_{5/2}$ state by two photon absorption which is resonantly enhanced by the $5P_{3/2}$ state. The transition is Doppler free such that the atoms are excited independent of their velocity. Under these conditions, the transition, which has a natural linewidth below 500 kHz [30], saturates for circulating power greater than 5 mW. The population of the $5D_{5/2}$ state is ionized by absorbing a third photon from the resonator mode. The ionization rate is far from saturated due to the short amount of time the atoms spend in the laser field. Together with the strong saturation of the two photon transition, this guarantees that the ionization rate grows linearly with the local intensity. Consequently, the number of generated ions is constant along the axis of the resonator and depends linearly on the circulating power.

A grounded barrier, simulating the atom chip, is located on the other side of the cavity mode from the ion optics. Electrons from the ion detection region pass through the barrier via a 0.5 mm diameter aperture. The fact that this aperture is smaller than the ion extraction aperture, together with the straight field lines between the barrier and the ion extraction electrode, ensure that no electrons from outside the ion detection region are detected, preserving the validity of Eq. (1). The electrons that pass through the aperture impact a grounded aluminium plate, from which secondary electrons are detected with a second CEM with a horn voltage of 300 V. The detection of secondary electrons was necessary due to space limitations preventing mounting the CEM directly adjacent to the aperture.

IV. RESULTS

A. Optimization of electrode voltages

The ion optics electrode voltages were optimized in order to maximize the ion detection rate. For a given value of the extraction electrode voltage $U_e$, the tube voltage $U_t$ and the deflection electrode voltage $U_d$ were independently varied and the resulting ion detection rate was measured. The maximized ion detection rate is plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of $U_e$, with $U_t$ and $U_d$ optimized. Since the ion optics contain only electrostatic elements, in the absence of stray fields the ion trajectories, and hence ion detection rate, depend only on the ratios of the electrode voltages. In Fig. 3 the ion detection rate shows an initial increase, followed by a leveling off for values of $U_e$ greater than about 40 V. This indicates that below this voltage, stray fields in the ionization region reduce the detection rate.

Fig. 4 shows the normalized ion detection rate as a function of the ratio $U_t/U_e$, which determines the focal

![FIG. 3: (Color online) Ion detection rate as a function of $U_e$, with $U_t$ and $U_d$ set to their optimized values. Saturation of the detection rate is observed for large values of $U_e$. The error bars account for Poissonian fluctuations and the measured fluctuations in the ion detection rate of 2.9%.](image)

![FIG. 4: (Color online) Normalized ion detection rate as a function of $U_t/U_e$, with $U_d$ optimized. Experimental results for three different values of $U_e$ and results from the numerical simulation are shown.](image)
FIG. 5: (Color online) Normalized ion detection rate as a function of $U_t/U_e$ and $U_d/U_e$. The region between the dashed lines is the region predicted by the numerical simulations for which ions impact the CEM.

length of the ion lens. The deflection voltage $U_d$ was optimized for each value of $U_t/U_e$. Experimental results are shown for three different values of $U_e$ and show good agreement with each other, consistent with the fact that the normalized ion detection rate depends on the ratios between the electrode voltages, and not on their absolute values. The curve predicted from the simulation is also shown, and agrees broadly with the experimental results. The difference for low values of $U_t/U_e$ is probably due to small variations between the actual and the simulated geometry. In particular, due to the fact that the atoms are ionized less than 1 mm from the electron barrier, the ion trajectories are very sensitive to the position of the hole in the electron barrier relative to the ion optics.

The full dependence of the normalized detection efficiency on the ratios between the electrode voltages is shown in Fig. 5. This data is for $U_e = 40$ V, although essentially the same dependence was observed for other voltages. A non-zero count rate is obtained for relatively large variations in $U_t/U_e$ and $U_d/U_e$ from their optimal values. Also shown on the plot is the region for which ions impact the CEM, as predicted by numerical simulations. The large region of non-zero count rate and the good agreement between the simulations and experiment means that it is straightforward to set the electrode voltages to values that produce an ion signal. This is an important consideration in setting up an on-chip experiment, in which ions are produced by ionizing atoms from a BEC. This represents a pulsed source with relatively small ion numbers, in contrast to the current situation in which ions are produced by a high flux continuous source.

B. Coincidence spectrum

Due to the low mass to charge ratio of electrons relative to the ions, following the ionization of an atom, the electron is detected before the ion. Coincidences were therefore detected by using the electron pulses to trigger a time window for the detection of ion pulses. In order to define this window, it was necessary to measure the coincidence spectrum for the delay times between ions and electrons. This was done by counting the ions arriving within a narrow time window (of width 20 ns) triggered by each electron pulse and following a certain delay time. For a given delay time, the number of ions detected in the 20 ns window was counted over 60 s. By scanning the delay time of the window, the coincidence spectrum was generated (Fig. 6). A peak of true coincidence is observed against a background of false coincidences. The mean delay time given by a Gaussian fit was 3.45 µs and the standard deviation was 50 ns. Within the calibration experiments, coincidences were counted using an 800 ns window centered on the peak of the coincidence spectrum.

C. Ion detection efficiency

To measure the efficiency of the ion detector, calibration experiments were carried out with optimized voltages of the ion optics electrodes. In each experiment the numbers of electrons and coincidences were counted in periods of 100 s. The average number of background electrons was measured in separate 100 s periods with the
laser detuned 44 GHz off-resonance. The average number of false coincidences was measured by counting the number of coincidences in 100 s periods, with the coincidence window displaced 4 µs from the peak of the coincidence spectrum. For our system, the dead time following the detection of a pulse is of order 50 ns, which for the count rates used has a negligible impact on the measured ion detection efficiency.

The ion detection efficiency was measured as a function of the voltage across the CEM. For each voltage, several calibration experiments were carried out and the ion detection efficiency for each experiment was calculated from Eq. (1). The curve of the ion detection efficiency was observed to saturate near 50% (Fig. 7). The highest voltage at which we measured the ion detection efficiency was limited by the CEM specifications to 2900 V. At this voltage, the mean value of the ion detection efficiency was \( \eta_i = 47.8\% \) and the standard deviation was 2.6%.

V. DISCUSSION

The efficiency of our detector lies at the threshold of the regime in which sub-Poissonian counting is possible. The ion detection efficiency we measured is valid for ions originating from the region from which electrons were also detected. This is due to the fact that only ions correlated with detected electrons were counted in the calibration experiments. According to our ion optics simulations, all the ions from this region are guided to the CEM. Therefore, apart from transmission through the mesh in front of the CEM, the collection efficiency of the ion optics is not a limiting factor in the overall ion detection efficiency. The overall efficiency is then limited by the efficiency of the CEM. This is mainly due to secondary electron emission within the CEM. The number of secondary electrons emitted by an ion impact is approximately described by a Poisson distribution [31]. With the ion energies and CEM material used here, there is a significant probability that no secondary electrons result from an ion impact, or that the electron cascade dies out in the channel. The efficiency could be increased by using a conversion dynode made of a material with a high secondary electron emission coefficient and set to a high voltage. Efficiencies close to 100% may be achieved in principle [31]. However, the required voltages of order 10 kV present a technical challenge in regards to their implementation in an atom chip setup.

In addition to a high detection efficiency, sub-Poissonian atom counting requires low uncertainty in the detection efficiency [29]. This uncertainty can result from a lack of knowledge of the detection efficiency, due to the binomial statistics involved in the calibration, and from technical fluctuations. The uncertainty of the ion detection efficiency due to the binomial counting statistics and to the uncertainties in the background electron and false coincidence rates was calculated according to [29] and found to be 1.7%. The measured value of 2.6% has an uncertainty of 0.4%, so while it is possible that the fluctuations in the measured values of the detection efficiency result only from the counting statistics, it is likely that technical fluctuations are also present. These fluctuations have a number of possible sources. Variations in the pulse height distribution of the CEM pulses can cause changes in the percentage of the CEM pulses that are above the discriminator level of the pulse counting electronics. Variations in noise on the CEM signals can also change the rate of background counts. Also, the detection efficiency of a CEM depends on the position at which ions impact [32]. Therefore, noise and drifts in the ion optics electrode voltages which cause small changes in the ion trajectories can introduce further fluctuations.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a detection scheme for single ultracold \(^{87}\)Rb atoms in a magnetic microtrap on an atom chip. In this scheme, the atoms are photoionized on the chip and the resulting ions are guided by ion optics from near the chip surface to a CEM. Using a low vacuum test chamber we were able to optimize and characterize the detector. In this setup the atoms were ionized in a cavity and the ions were collected by the ion optics. By using an additional CEM to count electrons, and by counting electron-ion coincidences with the ion CEM, we were able to measure an ion detection efficiency of 47.8 ±2.6%. This high detection efficiency make this detector suitable for use in single atom on-chip interferometry and allows the measurement of atom number correlations.

An additional feature of this detector is that when used with pulsed ionization it represents a time of flight mass spectrometer [33]. The detector has sufficient time resolution to distinguish between ultracold atoms and molecules [34], and thus would prove useful for exper-
iments involving mixtures of different species on atom chips.

From our ion optics simulations, the ion detection efficiency is mainly limited by the efficiency of the CEM. Further improvements can therefore be made by using a conversion dynode for signal amplification. Despite the additional technical challenges this presents, with such an improvement atom counting with sub-Poissonian uncertainty and atom number squeezing experiments are feasible [26]. This, together with the detector's high certainty and atom number squeezing experiments are an improvement atom counting with sub-Poissonian uncertainty and atom number squeezing experiments are feasible.
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